INTRODUCTION
The leading edge
Global crises, amid all the known and untold harms they
generate, are also catalysts for innovation. The events of the last
couple of years are no exception.
In the video distribution business, COVID-19 has given
additional momentum to the streaming revolution that was
already underway and has forced service providers to innovate in an increasingly
competitive and globalised environment.
The line-up of shortlisted and winning entries in this year’s VideoTech Innovation
Awards is testament to the creativity and ingenuity of our industry. They also provide
the outline of a guide to likely future developments in the video distribution world.
The award categories themselves reflect the emergence of key trends that have
accompanied the rise of streaming as a mode of video consumption.
This year’s categories reflect the growing importance of streaming – including the
fast-developing world of live-streaming – and emerging business models, including
advertising-supported video (with two advanced advertising categories) and superaggregation by service providers. They also highlight the accelerating importance
of app-based viewing experiences and the UX in general, the role of artificial
intelligence and machine learning in enabling high-quality viewing experiences, and
– not least – the growing emphasis the industry is placing on sustainability.
It remains for me to congratulate all our nominees and winners, including the
worthy winners of our two awards given to outstanding industry individuals – the
Video Technologist of the Year and the Lifetime Achievement Award.
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STARS OF THE NIGHT
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MEET OUR ILLUSTRIOUS PANEL OF JUDGES
Spanning all aspects of the TV industry from technologists to analysts, the judges for the
VideoTech Innovation Awards 2021 represent the breadth of the business with decades of
experience between them.
We express our thanks and gratitude to each and every one of our expert judges for taking
the time to pick the winners for 2021 and their insight.
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ADVANCED TV INNOVATION OF THE YEAR
Technologies that change the way people use and view TV
are immensely powerful tools for TV operators and content
providers as well as for consumers themselves. The Advanced
TV Innovation award goes to a technology or service that has
delivered a new and better form of TV experience – whether by
enabling viewers to view content in new ways, by overcoming
a technical or commercial challenge in bringing new services to
market or delivering a measurable improvement in the overall
quality of a service.

THE NOMINEES
Tata Elxsi for iCX - Intelligent CPE monitoring
Netgem for“Content Gamification”Acorn TV launch
Divitel for The Divitel Quantum Platform
Minerva Networks for Minerva Smart Recordings Service
Synamedia for Synamedia Media Edge Gateway ATSC 3.0 Receive
Cleeng B.V. for ChurnIQ
Allente, supported by 3SS

THE WINNERS
Divitel for The Divitel Quantum Platform

Minerva Networks for Minerva Smart Recordings Service

The Divitel Quantum Platform increases
operational margin with up to 30% and
decreases CO2 emissions by 60%. The result
is a highly improved TV experience – one
where quality issues like buffering, black
screens, replay issues and others are resolved
in hours instead of weeks, improving viewer
satisfaction, reducing customer churn, and
improving NPS.

Minerva Smart Recordings is a service that
takes cloud DVR recordings of sporting
events and creates personalised playlists
for each user. This could for example be a
game recap summarised in a time specified
by the user, or watching the game focusing
on a favourite player. It is designed to be an
advanced TV feature to expand a basic DVR
service.

“Produces solutions to a
range of issues.”

“Provides end customers with
a highly valuable service.”
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Q&A: HANS KORNMANN, CEO & FOUNDER, DIVITEL

Hans Kornmann, CEO and founder of Divitel explains to DTVE how technology can empower service
providers to manage their video distribution and deliver a superior user experience.
What do you see as the main challenges facing video service providers in
distributing their content cost-efficiently while maintaining high levels of quality
and reliability?
Service providers today are dependent on social media and customer service to know the status of
their overall service quality. This way, they only detect the serious cases, much too late, damaging brand
awareness in the process. Because of this lack of insights, operations experts make changes based on
guesswork, not facts, often causing new problems instead of fixing them, making the whole process
expensive and reactive. Not to mention that when quality issues are not fixed fast and accurately, viewers
churn. What makes matters worse is the increasing number of technology components that make up a
TV/video distribution architecture, and the high pace at which these components change, making the
process of upgrade and maintenance expensive and difficult to manage.
In today’s hyper competitive market, this situation can no longer be sustainable.
What does the Divitel Quantum Platform provide for service providers and what,
in your view, are the features that differentiate it from the competition?
The Divitel Quantum Platform empowers humans, allowing them to know, at all times, the status
of their video distribution across silos and teams. It is a scalable, end-to-end, automated diagnostics
monitoring infrastructure consisting of technology and monitoring locations, placed on top of the
existing video delivery ecosystem. This architecture extracts all the data generated by the different
silos/software components and unifies it so users can access the data from one point.
The solution monitors end-to-end availability, quality of service, reliability, devices and all
connected technology components. Our experts code their extensive knowledge of video
distribution processes into it, along with workflows to detect service failures and anomalies quickly
and accurately through intelligent dashboards and alarms.
The platform contains different out-of-the-box elements, which we will configure to adjust to any
existing legacy video distribution ecosystem.
It enables fact–based decisions so changes made are always the right ones, not causing further
deterioration.

This way, root cause detection can be reduced by 80%, meaning that time to recover is cut in half
and operational margins increased by 30%, depending on the specific deployment. But this is not
only about increasing efficiency and reducing operational costs. Most importantly, service quality
will improve, creating happier viewers and reducing churn at the same time.
This innovative and proven approach to video distribution is the reason Divitel has recently been
appointed Global Innovator by the World Economic Forum.
What are the main ways in which Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
can help video distribution become more efficient and improve Quality of
Experience?
In order to detect service failures fast and accurately, we apply different artificial
intelligence and machine learning principles. One example is the use of clustering
techniques to create the labelled data sets needed for anomaly detection. Another
example is the classification of produced log information when collecting data into
a data lake and transforming it into insights.
How do you see the video distribution technology ecosystem evolving in the next
two to three years?
In the coming years, video distribution will undergo a true transformation. We will increasingly
keep coding human knowledge into it, making it increasingly intelligent, until systems become
fully autonomous. Divitel is happy to be in the driver’s seat of this innovation that will revolutionise
the world of media and entertainment.
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NEXT GEN ADVERTISING (DEMAND SIDE) AWARD
With linear TV viewing facing a long-term decline, the lifeblood
of free TV – advertising – is under threat. But broadcasters
and brands are working hard to experiment with and deploy
targeting, personalisation, branded content and interactive
campaigns. The Next Gen Advertising (Demand Side) Award
goes to the most outstanding innovation that is helping
advertisers buy what they need to effectively communicate the
value of their products and services.

THE NOMINEES
Wurl Inc for Wurl Perform
Multichoice Group for Next Gen Programmatic Trading Portal (PTP)
powered by Tata Elxsi
TVSquared for ADvantage XP
Finecast for Finecast

THE WINNER
TVSquared for ADvantage XP
Built to leverage the best data in any market to deliver fast, accurate insights for linear, OTT/
CTV, and addressable TV campaigns, ADvantage XP enables unprecedented transparency,
accountability, and precision within today’s converged TV ecosystem. From a single platform,
advertisers can track and analyse the performance of TV ads served across linear and digital
platforms. From DTCs to CPGs, advertisers across all categories can achieve precise, full-funnel
brand and performance metrics at the household-level with ADvantage XP.

“A comprehensive solution that has demonstrated its
capabilities by running over one million campaigns so far.”
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TV APP TECHNOLOGY OF THE YEAR
The continued growth of viewing on mobile phones along with
the massive explosion in streaming media devices and the
aggregation of streaming services by TV platform operators
means that much of our viewing is increasingly app-based. The
TV App Technology of the Year award pays tribute to the most
innovative, intuitive and compelling video app or an innovative
technology or platform that is dedicated to enabling app-based
viewing experiences on the TV and other devices.

THE NOMINEES
simpliTV Smart TV apps from ORS, supported by 3SS
Better Media Solutions for Better Media Suite
VlogBox for VlogBox OTT app development, distribution and monetization
platform

THE WINNER
simpliTV Smart TV apps from ORS, supported by 3SS
Austria’s national broadcasting services provider ORS launched three innovative new smart TV
apps, In a pioneering and technically ambitious project, with design and engineering from 3SS
for new simpliTV service. The apps automatically build channel line-ups displayed in the new
UI in accordance with regional availability of over-the-air digital terrestrial services. The new
simpliTV app is preferred Live TV application on 2021 Samsung smart TVs. A third app supports
LG webOS smart TVs as part of simpliTV’s technically innovative and flexible OTT offering.

“Not just technically innovative, but has helped create a great
customer experience.”
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Q&A: MATT CUSON, VP MARKETING & PRODUCT, MINERVA NETWORKS

Matt Cuson, VP marketing and product, Minerva Networks, talks to DTVE about how Minerva Smart
Highlights can empower sports fans and increase user engagement with services.
How would you describe Minerva Smart Highlights in a few words, and how
does it enhance the viewing experience of sports?
Smart Highlights produces custom highlight reels and supports games from international
soccer leagues including MLS NFL, MLB and NBA. Designed by sports fans for sports fans,
it solves two main problems those fans face today. First, there’s not enough time in the day
to watch all the games. So intelligently compressing a game to fit into the time available
was key. Second is the ability to focus on specific players or types of plays that capture the
excitement of the game. Whether a casual or avid sports fan, you can customise the highlight
reels to fit the available time, or zero in on a favourite player or specific play type.
What are the key elements in creating compelling custom highlight reels?
First, we use the content streams from each individual operator to comply with content rights
terms. Second, we merge game metadata with the game video to mark each play and give
it an index score of relative importance. Scoring plays will carry the highest index of course.
Then we apply some AI tools to refine the baseline index to determine which plays to include
in each length of highlight reel. Based on the actual game, we determine which viewing
durations are best for that specific game. Users can then watch two, five or 10 minutes of
highlights. As a bonus, you have the option to watch every play without all the dead time. So
three-hour NFL or MLB games can be compressed into 45 minutes. We do all this within 30
seconds of the end of the game so users have immediate access to their highlights.
What do TV operators need to do to use the service?
The Smart Highlights feature is part of Minerva’s larger video management
platform. We sell our full platform to cable and broadband operators who want
to offer a premium video service. However for Smart Highlights, we also have
APIs to allow integration of the feature into an existing video service deployment
not using the Minerva platform.

What are the other capabilities of the Minerva video platform?
Minerva provides a full end-to-end solution for managing FAST, Freemium and premium
video entertainment services. We cover the full range of features you’d expect from a pay
TV service with live, on-demand, cloud DVR, personal recommendations, trending etc. with
support for all the popular consumer devices as well as the more traditional managed set-top
boxes. In addition, we make it easy to integrate with any OTT application and if the operator
has access to local apps or local content we can easily integrate with those local apps too.
How else can Minerva help pay TV operators counter the impact of OTT and
cord-cutting?
Operators play a critical role as aggregator. They aggregate content across multiple sources
as a convenience for users, but also aggregate customers for streaming services looking for
distribution with lower cost and lower churn. The market still has the problem of too much
content in search of too few viewing hours. This is where Minerva comes in. We power a
platform that gives operators a low cost, scalable solution that can support modern business
models. Operators can start with a fully free FAST service, or a near free Freemium service
mainly paid for by ads that can be offered to all their broadband subscribers. Then, with
Minerva’s easy to use built-in merchandising tools and customisable UI, operators can upsell
to premium services directly from the device. With Minerva’s support for personalised and
dynamic ad insertion (DAI), operators can enjoy higher ad rates, even on local or niche content.
With the explosion of content and the advent of more flexible business models, operators still
play a critical aggregation role. Minerva makes that possible.
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THE SUSTAINABILITY AWARD
This award salutes a company or organisation that has gone
above and beyond when it comes to improving the video
distribution industry’s environmental impact on the world.
From innovative solutions across the video processing and
delivery chain to cutting back on your carbon use in the office,
DTVE wants to draw attention to the sterling efforts being made
to build video services in a sustainable way.

THE NOMINEES
Blackbird for Blackbird
iSIZE for BitSave
CommScope for Multicast Adaptive Bitrate (ABR)

THE WINNER
iSIZE for BitSave
The internet’s demand for data bandwidth comes at a significant environmental cost. Some
academics believe the internet is already using 10% of the world’s total energy consumption,
putting its carbon footprint at the same level as air travel. Given that 80% today’s internet traffic
is video, reducing the size of video streams will in turn help reduce environmental impact. iSIZE
looked at this issue and developed BitSave, a pre-processor for video. It sits at the input to the
encoder, takes in the raw video and outputs it with a bandwidth saving of 20% on average.
That reduced signal goes to the encoder, which is completely unaware that file has been preoptimised. It sees a perfectly normal video signal except it has much less data than before.

“Tackles a problem that will soon become massive in the TV
industry.”
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LIVE-STREAMING INITIATIVE OF THE YEAR
Live-streaming of big-ticket sports fixtures and concerts as
well as smaller-scale live events is now big business. Content
rights-holders are increasingly looking to deliver broadcastquality live experiences over IP to smartphones, tablets, PCs and
internet-connected TVs, but there are challenges. This award
honours an initiative that breaks new ground in bringing livestreaming to a new generation of video consumers.

THE NOMINEES
Deltatre for Deltatre and LiveLike: DIVA
Kiswe for Kiswe’s Cloud Video Engine: Powering the New Digital Fan
Experience
Amagi Corporation for Amagi CLOUDPORT

THE WINNER
Amagi Corporation for Amagi CLOUDPORT
Amagi CLOUDPORT, enhanced with UHD live orchestration capabilities, was the foundational
technology platform for thia year’s Olympics coverage on NBC Olympic Channel. Amagi is
among the very few in the industry who can facilitate a 4K UHD playout over the cloud. Through
the virtualised platform, NBC was not only able to manage their workflows efficiently but
democratize it by allowing different functions to operate from different locations remotely. With
its UHD playout, Amagi was largely able to replicate the feel of a stadium, and provide a highquality, low latency, feature rich viewing experience for fans.

“Helped raise trust and awareness in the sports broadcast
industry.”
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“We will revolutionize the
world of media and entertainment,
making it possible to meet people’s
growing and changing viewing
demands through faster, better
and easier video distribution.”

HANS KORNMANN
CEO, Divitel

THE UX AWARD
With content now coming from multiple sources, intuitive and
appealing tools to navigate and discover it are increasingly at
a premium – to broadcasters and service providers seeking
to differentiate their offerings and promote content, and to
consumers in need of help to navigate a bewildering array of
choices. The UX Award goes to the most compelling innovation
in the TV user experience of the past year.

THE NOMINEES
Media Distillery for Image Distillery™
Proximus Pickx, supported by 3SS
Mirada for UX Evolver: A UX for each viewer in just a few clicks
Alpha Networks for Alpha Networks’Accurate EPG

THE WINNERS
Media Distillery for Image Distillery™
Image Distillery™ automatically and
dynamically creates appealing and
descriptive high-quality imagery in real-time
from live content, depicting each programme
in the most visually attractive way possible
and providing operators with well-composed
images ready for immediate display.

“Utilises all of the best
elements of android TV.”

Proximus Pickx, supported by 3SS
Proximus Pickx is the next-generation IPTV plus
OTT TV entertainment offering from Belgium’s
largest telco Proximus. The innovation-rich
service, featuring new Android TV™ Operator
Tier STB, is now available to 1.65 million
legacy STB/homes. Proximus Pickx delivers
an advanced customer experience thanks
to the combination of 3READY from 3SS and
Technicolor Sapphire STB and middleware.

“Fixing a massive issue with
metadata.”
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ADVANCED TV SERVICE OF THE YEAR
Some video services immediately stand out and set the
standard for others to follow. The Advanced TV Service of the
Year award is presented to a video service provider that has truly
delivered something new and compelling to the market that
meets the needs of consumers through genuine innovation.

THE NOMINEES
Netgem for SuperWifi: Wholehome WiFi and TV in one
Mirada for Zapi Deployment: Unlocking the strength in numbers with a
shared OTT platform
Harmonic for Mola: A growing entertainment network, paving a new path
for streaming premium sports
STINGTV from yes, supported by Synamedia and 3SS

THE WINNER
Netgem for SuperWifi: Wholehome WiFi and TV in one
Netgem developed an industry-leading SuperWiFi solution that combines TV and WiFi in one
simple app so that is designed for ISPs to partner with. Netgem offers a Capex light, simple “non
techy” experience with economics that allows ISPs to market a TV service they can make through
a co-branded route where their TV service is “powered by Netgem TV’’, removing the complexity
and cost of content licensing.

“A really innovative solution for Altnets to offer triple-play
services.”
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NEXT GEN ADVERTISING (SUPPLY SIDE) AWARD
With linear TV viewing facing a long-term decline, the lifeblood
of free TV – advertising – is under threat. But broadcasters
and brands are working hard to experiment with and deploy
targeting, personalisation, branded content and interactive
campaigns. The Next Gen Advertising (Supply Side) Award
goes to the most outstanding innovation that is helping media
owners maximise the value of their advertising inventory.

THE NOMINEES
Viaccess-Orca for Targeted TV Advertising
Kaltura for Reshet 13 Big Brother’s Live Stream Monetisation - powered by
the Kaltura Advertising Suite
LTN Global Communications for LTN Target
Broadpeak for nanoCDN with BkYou
SoftAtHome for SoftAtHome VASP.TargetedAds
Smartlabs for SmartLabs DAI: Dynamic Solution to Drive Content
Monetisation Success
Beachfront & Canoe for Programmatic VOD Enablement
CommScope for Manifest Delivery Controller (MDC)

THE WINNERS
Broadpeak for nanoCDN with BkYou
Broadpeak’s new ad insertion solution brings
together server-side dynamic ad insertion
and multicast ABR technologies for the
first time ever, simplifying the delivery of
targeted advertisements on all devices and
in all content. By supporting multicast ABR
distribution, Broadpeak’s solution enables
dynamic ad insertion within live content
on the main screen, an application that is
economically critical.

“An excellent solution.”

CommScope for Manifest Delivery Controller (MDC)
The streaming environment is so dynamic
and chaotic it is hard to insert ads and deliver
the Television experience that draws viewers
in. CommScope’s Manifest Delivery Controller
(MDC) provides a versatile, resilient and scalable
Server Side Ad Insertion solution to help service
providers and content owners deliver and
monetise a“real TV”streaming experience.

“One of the best in class
server side ad insertion
solutions.”
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VIDEO TECHNOLOGIST OF THE YEAR
Innovation in technology and services can’t happen without the involvement of highly talented staff and managers.
This award goes to an individual who has made an outstanding contribution to video delivery technology.

THE WINNER
Jon Espen Nergård, Allente

Jon Espen Nergård, Allente Chief Technology Officer, has provided exceptional technology and
business leadership, helping Allente realise numerous landmark achievements.
Jon pushes the boundaries of innovation, able to recognise technical possibilities and distil
that understanding into standard-setting customer experiences.
In August 2021, Allente became one of the first operators to integrate Google Common
Broadcast Stack (CBS). Jon believes that one of the most valuable things technologists can do is
choose solutions that simplify, and free up resources to spend more time delivering customer
and business value. This philosophy led Allente to choose Google CBS standardisation, despite
first-mover risks.

In July, Allente launched a new B2B entertainment offering; a dedicated platform that
elevates ‘hotel TV’ UX, with advanced, functional UI/UX, while reducing operational complexity
for hoteliers. Allente’s also embracing hospitals and nursing homes, with the vision that
consumers deserve great UX anywhere.
Thanks to Jon’s expertise in agile development, both projects were completed within six
months. Jon helped make Allente Nordic leader, building upon next-gen OnePlace satellite/OTT
service, launched by Canal Digital in February 2018. Under Jon’s leadership, Allente stands at the
vanguard, a beacon of customer focus in global pay-TV.
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PAY TV SERVICE INNOVATION OF THE YEAR
Pay TV operators are upping their game to meet the challenges
of the video everywhere age. This award recognises a
particularly ground-breaking offering, marketing initiative
or service-enabling technology that has met with a positive
market response in the last year.

THE NOMINEES
Elisa Elamus, supported by 3SS
Divitel for The Divitel Quantum Platform
Telekom Slovenije for NEO Igre (NEO games streaming service)
Alpha Networks for Real Time Accurate EPG implementation for Vodafone
España

THE WINNER
Alpha Networks for Real Time Accurate EPG implementation
for Vodafone España
To solve the issue of EPG’s inaccuracy, Alpha Networks and MediaData TV have joined forces to
propose Real-time Accurate EPG, an innovative AI-powered solution to perform the best results
in TV streams detection and real-time adjustments. Real-time Accurate EPG offers a smarter
programme guide and allows Vodafone España to upgrade user interaction and experience.

“A great improvement in the user experience for catch-up TV
services.”
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AI AND MACHINE LEARNING INNOVATION OF THE YEAR
The application of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
to video distribution is still in its infancy, but promises to
transform the business in multiple ways. This award honours
the most innovative use of AI or ML in the context of video
distribution over the course of the year.

THE NOMINEES
uniqFEED AG for AdApt - Software-Based Virtual Advertising Solution
Divitel for The Divitel Quantum Platform
Synamedia for Clarissa
Wurl Inc for Wurl Perform
Zixi for Zixi Intelligent Data Platform
iSIZE for BitSave
Media Distillery for EPG Correction™

THE WINNER
Synamedia for Clarissa
Clarissa is a business insights game changer. It delves far deeper and wider than standard
analytics solutions, empowering video providers to make impactful decisions that boost
engagement, grow revenues, reduce churn, and slash operational costs.
Powered by AI and ML, Clarissa uncovers critical behavioural relationships and patterns by
collecting and analysing data across networks, platforms, services, and clients, delivered over
broadcast and OTT.

“An innovative solution that could possibly solve the issues
faced by most operators and service providers in the industry.”
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THE SUPER AGGREGATOR AWARD
As streaming grows in popularity and pay TV service providers
adjust to a world where consumers demand every greater
choice and flexibility, serving as a ‘super aggregator’ of multiple
app-based services is becoming the norm. This award goes
to a service provider or service-enabling technology that has
gone beyond aggregating multiple direct-to-consumer apps by
offering compelling additional ‘super aggregator’ functionality
to its customers.

THE NOMINEES
Proximus Pickx, supported by 3SS
SoftAtHome for SoftAtHome ImpressioTV Platform as a service UI
NAGRA for Claro Box TV – A Super-Aggregated Solution, powered by NAGRA
Netgem for Netgem TV“UK skinny TV”Freeview Play & FAST interlacing
ThinkAnalytics for Super Aggregation from ThinkAnalytics
Mirada for izzi Success Story: All the content viewers crave, in one place

THE WINNER
ThinkAnalytics for Super Aggregation from ThinkAnalytics
ThinkAnalytics’ rearchitected Think360 viewer engagement platform for the cloud era is the first
solution to break through the super-aggregation barrier.
Think360 features: multiple ML algorithms and data science techniques; support for crosscatalogue recommendations; numerous business-focused use cases; and the massive scalability
needed to power personalised recommendations and universal search across multiple OTT
apps, linear, VOD, catch-up and recorded content, and in multiple languages. Using AI to predict
loads, Think360 auto-scales to support hundreds of millions of viewers ahead of peak viewing,
and self-heals at an individual service level for unparalleled resilience and cost control.

“One of the biggest innovations, aggregating content of
different apps on different devices.”
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OTT TV TECHNOLOGY OF THE YEAR
The cloud, CDNs, IP, adaptive bit-rate encoding, the UX, livestreaming, TV Everywhere. The technological complexity of
delivering a compelling, secure, high-value OTT TV service can be
overwhelming. This award recognises a technology or technical
innovation that has helped solve some of the key problems
associated with OTT delivery or has made a great experience even
more attractive to consumers.

THE NOMINEES
Vubiquity for Content Cloud
Kaltura for Hybrid Video Plane from Kaltura and Broadpeak
24i for 24i end-to-end solution for OTT content owners
Interra Systems for ORION-OTT
Tata Elxsi for QoEtient - Proactive QoE improvement platform
United Cloud for Octopus
Irdeto for Irdeto Control
Deltatre for Deltatre: mtribes

THE WINNER
Tata Elxsi for QoEtient - Proactive QoE improvement platform
QoEtient is an on-premises, agentless test automation platform. It comes with all of the
interfacing gear needed to host the full range of OTT devices being tested, including 4K devices
and Bluetooth remotes. Its powerful APIs enable automation that cover situations ranging from
basic functionality checks to high-precision performance and QoE analysis at upto 60 fps. The
QoEtient API set covers not just device control and audio/video verifications, but also network
aspects. In addition to automation, QoEtient allows users run manual tests remotely, allowing
them to work from home.

“Impressive results, improving the user experience and
reducing operator costs.”
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LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Success is hard-won in the TV world. Repeated success is even harder. The Lifetime Achievement Award recognises an outstanding individual
who has achieved the rare distinction of delivering, inspiring or executing innovation time and again over the course of their career.

THE WINNER
Peter Docherty, ThinkAnalytics

One of the industry’s top visionaries, Peter is a pioneer in video content discovery and
personalised user experiences. Today, ThinkAnalytics is the dominant player in its sector and
Think360 is the world’s most deployed TV and video content discovery solution, ranking in
usage alongside the likes of Netflix and Amazon Prime Video.
Peter is not just a technologist but has a formidable business mind and can push technology
to its limits so customers can reinvent their user experiences and increase engagement.
Peter’s vision for the potential of AI and machine learning has resulted in 15 patents, while
numerous industry firsts include the first viewer engagement platform to provide personalised
recommendations on linear TV and OTT, and the first to scale to hundreds of millions of viewers
in the cloud.

With his uncanny ability to predict customers’ needs, Peter started planning support for
superaggregation many moons ago, and now it is live. Peter also foresaw the demand for new
hyper-targeted insight to support addressable advertising which resulted in ThinkAdvertising,
the first solution to go beyond household-level data.
In his spare time, Peter works with UK universities to support the computer science and AI
community, and is on TheDataLab’s Innovation Advisory Board.
He is celebrated and thanked by the VideoTech Innovation Awards for his contribution to
the industry over the course of 30 years experience working in the software, and for being a
champion of telecommunications and media innovations.
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Revolutionizing the
Entertainment Industry with
Personalized Content Discovery
and Viewer Insight
It’s all about engagement, measurement,
increasing loyalty and reducing churn

thinkanalytics.com

CONGRATULATIONS TO

Peter
Docherty
Founder and CTO,
ThinkAnalytics
As the recipient of the 2021
Lifetime Achievement Award
“This is not just an individual
award; it recognises a truly
talented team whose hard
work over many years and
across leading TV operators
worldwide has made this
possible; thank you for the
recognition.”

See you next year!
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